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Abstract
Consider Steiner triple systems (STS) developed from a Steiner di-erence family in an additive
abelian group. The opposite of such an STS is formed by taking the negative of each triple
(elementwise). Two STS(n) are said to be orthogonal if their sets of triples are disjoint, and
two disjoint pairs de0ning intersecting triples in one system fail to do so in the other. It is
well-known that orthogonal STS naturally give rise to a Room square; when it is skew, the pair
of STS is called skew-orthogonal. A known 0eld construction shows that all prime power orders
n ≡ 1 (mod 6) admit STS orthogonal (in fact, skew-orthogonal) to their opposites. It is noted in
this paper that an in0nite family of non-prime-power orders do not admit STS skew-orthogonal
to their opposites. However, computational methods easily 0nd STS orthogonal to their opposites
in cyclic groups of all 1 (mod 6) orders n¡ 1000; n = 25. In particular, this settles the results
of a search for order 55 mentioned in an earlier paper of Schreiber. c© 2002 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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A Steiner triple system (STS) of order n is a pair (V;B), where V is an
n-set of elements and B is a set of 3-subsets (triples or blocks) of V such that
every pair of elements in V is contained in a unique triple of B. Consider only those
STS(n) where n≡ 1 (mod 6) and V is an abelian group such that {a; b; c}∈B implies
{a+ x; b+ x; c+ x}∈B for all x∈V . Then B is de0ned completely by (n− 1)=6 base
blocks, which may be chosen as zero-sum triples.
Given such an STS (V;B), de0ne [6] the opposite STS to be (V;−B) where −B
consists of all triples {−a;−b;−c} for which {a; b; c}∈B. It is easy to see that an
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abelian group-generated STS and its opposite have disjoint sets of triples. That is
B∩−B= ∅.
De
nition 1. Two STS (V;B1) and (V;B2) are orthogonal if
(i) B1 ∩B2 = ∅, and
(ii) {u; v; a}; {x; y; a}∈B1; {u; v; w}; {x; y; z}∈B2 implies w = z. The STS are called
skew-orthogonal [1] if in addition
(iii) {u; v; a}; {x; y; z}∈B1; {u; v; w}; {x; y; a}∈B2 implies w = z. (Note u= x is a
possibility in (iii).)
An easy characterization of when an abelian group generated STS is an opposite
orthogonal (orthogonal to its opposite) is given in [6]. It is presented below with an
analog for skew-orthogonality.
Lemma 2. An abelian group generated STS (V;B) is an opposite [skew-]orthogonal
if and only if the zero-sum triples of B [and their negatives] have among them no
repeated elements of V\{0}.
In the skew case, the zero-sum base triples and their negatives must (by mere car-
dinality) actually exhaust V\{0}. So if each zero-sum triple is united with {0}, the
resulting set of quadruples exhausts every nonzero di-erence twice. This is a special
case of a cyclically nested (n; 3; 1)-BIBD [3], in which each triple can be enlarged to
a quadruple so that the resulting structure is an (n; 4; 2)-BIBD.
An algebraic construction of Mullin and Nemeth [4] gives STS skew-orthogonal to
their opposites in all 0nite 0elds of order 1 (mod 6). In [6], it is noted that the direct
product construction for STS preserves opposite orthogonality. Similarly, the additional
skew condition is preserved under taking products. So, for the question of existence,
the critical orders are n=pq, where p; q≡ 5 (mod 6) are primes. The following shows
that roughly four-0fths of the possible orders do not admit opposite skew-orthogonal
STS(n) when 5|n.
Proposition 3. If 5||n (5 divides n but 25 does not), there does not exist STS(n)
skew-orthogonal to its opposite.
Proof. Let (V;B) be an opposite skew-orthogonal STS with 5|n= |V |. There is a sub-
group of V isomorphic to Z5. Consider the collection of triples S formed by projecting
the zero-sum base blocks in B onto this subgroup. There are three possibilities for each
resulting triple: either all elements are equal (thus zero) mod 5, exactly two elements
are equal mod 5, or all elements are distinct mod 5. Let there be x; y, and z triples in
S of each kind, respectively. Counting base triples implies
x+y+ z=(n− 1)=6: (1)
Each of the (n − 5)=5 di-erences 0 (mod 5) (but nonzero in V ) must occur exactly
once. Thus counting these zero di-erences in S,
6x+2y=(n− 5)=5: (2)
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If exactly two elements are equal in a triple of S, then all three elements are nonzero.
If all elements are distinct in a triple of S, then that triple is {0; 1; 4} or {0; 2; 3},
so one element must be zero. For the STS and its opposite to be skew-orthogonal, it
is required additionally from the lemma that each nonzero element and its negative
occurs exactly once among the zero-sum base triples. In S, this means there must be
(n− 5)=5 occurrences of 0. So
6x+2z=(n− 5)=5: (3)
Add (2) and (3), divide by two, and subtract (1) to get 5x=(n − 25)=30. Therefore,
25|n and the proof is complete.
Remark 4. If 25|n and there exists opposite skew-orthogonal STS(n=25), then exis-
tence for order n follows by the product construction with the Mullin–Nemeth STS in
GF(52).
The skew condition (iii), when taken in addition to the orthogonality constraints, is
very strong. What if it is dropped? It turns out opposite orthogonal STS do exist for
5||n. Before presenting some examples of such designs, we note a curious fact. In [6],
an exhaustive search on order n=55 was reported to have found no opposite orthogonal
STS. At the time, it was not known whether any orthogonal Steiner triple system pair
of order 55 existed. But a simple backtrack actually does (very rapidly) 0nd STS(55)
orthogonal to its opposite. An exhaustive search on modern-day computers took only a
matter of several minutes; and it found a few thousand opposite orthogonal STS(55).
One is given below, and the lemma suggests the simple veri0cation that the elements
among the zero-sum base blocks are all distinct.
Base triples for opposite orthogonal STS(55) over Z55:
{17; 18; 20}; {13; 19; 23}; {7; 14; 34}; {4; 16; 35}; {1; 12; 42}; {25; 38; 47},
{22; 40; 48}; {28; 33; 49}; {21; 36; 53}.
There is also such a design of order 85=5× 17, the next undecided case.
Base triples for opposite orthogonal STS(85) over Z85:
{27; 28; 30}; {23; 29; 33}; {18; 31; 36}; {19; 26; 40}; {6; 34; 45}; {1; 32; 52},
{7; 24; 54}; {8; 20; 57}; {2; 25; 58}; {38; 62; 70}; {35; 60; 75}; {42; 51; 77},
{37; 53; 80}; {21; 65; 84}.
Perhaps, the search referred to in [6] was Kawed. It is conjectured here that opposite
orthogonal STS(n) exist for all n≡ 1 (mod 6). A hill-climbing algorithm like the one
in [2] has easily found such STS of all possible orders less than 1000. Moreover, the
general approach of constructing a single triple system and considering some isomor-
phic images of it appears to be a nice restriction for 0nding (skew-)orthogonal STS
both algebraically and computationally.
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